
From: "Dave Lochbaum" <dlochbaum @ ucsusa.org> 
To: "Dave Lochbaum" ~dlochbaum.UCSDC.UCSUSA@ucsusa.org~ 
Date: 1126106 8:34AM 
Subject: Another Davis-Besse hole in the head 

Good Day: 

In March 2002, workers discovered a large hole in the reactor vessel 
head at the Davis-Besse nuclear plant in Ohio. 

In April 2005, the NRC issued an Order that would ban Andrew Siemaszko 
from working in the nuclear industry for five years. Siemaszko was an 
engineer at Davis-Besse. The NRC's Order claimed that Siemaszko 
falsified paperwork during the spring 2000 refueling outage at 
Davis-Besse and duped FirstEnergy and the NRC into believing the reactor 
vessel head had been completely cleaned and inspected. 

As detailed in the attached rebuttal prepared by UCS, the NRC's claim 
contradicts the abundant record on this matter. The NRC is flat-out 
wrong. 

How did the NRC get it wrong? I don't know. I don't know if they are 
wrong because they are incompetent or they are wrong because they 
intentionally chose to sacrifice someone and Siemaszko had the 
misfortune of being their easiest target. I don't know. 

But what I do know is that the record is crystal clear that Andrew 
Siemaszko did not do what the NRC claims he did in its Order. That 
injustice needs to be corrected and will be corrected if Siemaszko ever 
gets his day in court. Within hours after receiving the NRC's Order in 
April 2005, Siemaszko contested it and requested a hearing. The NRC has 
thus far denied him his day in court. 

Truth, justice, or the NRC way. That's got to end 

Thanks, 

Dave Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
Union of Concerned Scientists 
1707 H Street NW Suite 600 
Washington, DC 20006-3962 
(202) 223-61 33 (office) 
(202) 331 -5430 (direct line) 
(202) 223-61 62 (fax) 

CC: <mjv@nrc>, <jxu@nrc.gov>, "Michael Johnson" <MRJl @nrc.gov>, <rcp2@nrc.gov>, 
"Scott Burnell" <SRB3 @ nrc.gov> 
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"Work pcifio~med wit17011t de\:i~tioi~.~." Andrew Sieinaszko wrote these azords on Work Order No. 00- 
001846-000 and signed his name on April 25, 2000. Nearly five years later, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) cited these four words in its Order banning Siemaszko from working in the nuclear 
industry. The IiRC's Order stated that Siemaszko's four words misled the agency into believing the 
reactor vessel head at the Davis-Besse nuclear plant in Ohio had been completely cleaned during the 
refueling outage in April 2000 and inspected to show no signs of dama,ne. As this rebuttal will clearly 
prove, the facts indisputably show that contrary to the NRC's baseless charge, Andrew Siernaszko did not 
falsify this work order and an associated condition report. The NRC was as wrong in its April 21, 2005. 
Order against Siemaszko as it was in its November 28, 2001. decision to shelf the Order it had drafted to 
require Davis-Besse to be shut down for a safety inspection and allow the reactor to continue operating. 
The NRC seems to have recurring judgment lapses when i t  comes to Davis-Besse. The NRC's April 2005 
sanction against Andrew Siemaszko is baseless, unfair, and deplorable. It is a regulatory travesty. But 
don't rely on our analysis. Follow the paper trail - the path not taken by the NRC - and see for yourself 
the terrible injustice perpetrated against Andrew Siemaszko. 

THE WORK ORDER 
Work Order No. 00-001 846-00 was initiated during the spring 2000 refueling outage at the Davis-Besse 
nuclear plant to have the reactor vessel head cleaned. FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) 
used work orders to manage tasks perfonned at Davis-Besse. Work orders documented what was to be 
done. how it was to be done. and the results from the work. In this case, the work order described the 
problem as follows: " L a q e  horoii accroliz~latioi7 )\,as ilotcd on the top of the rx Ireactor] head arrd oil top 
o f  the insulafion. Boric acid coi~r.osioiz i7ia). occzu-." The task to be performed under the n ork order was 
described as follows: "Clemz boron accuim~la~ioii fi-ortz top of reactor head and on top of irtsulation. See 
And~ew Sieii7aszko (Plaizt Ei7gineering), Exr 7331 for additional details." 

Page 2 of the work order defined three steps to be performed. Step 1 was assigned to the Radiation Test 
craft and specified "Clea~z boi-on accu~nulatioiz $.om top of reactor head and on top of ii7sulation. See 
Andrew Sie1nas:ko (Plaut Engineering). Ext 7331 for additioizal details." Step 1 was NOT signed by 
Siemaszko but by another worker. 

Step 2 was assigned to the Mechanical section and specified "Remo~~e  aiid replace L,exm~ co\,ei.s oil 
reactor vessel head to facilitate cleaning." Step 2 was signed by Andrew Siemaszko on April 25, 2000. 

Step 3 was assigned to the Maintenance Services section and specified "lf necessai? iizaizufactzue 
1-eplaceiiienr Lexai~ co~~ers." Step 3 was signed by Andrew Siemaszko on April 25, 2000. 

Page 3 of the work order provided ample room to describe the work performed. The only entry on page 3 
was "Work peifoimed without deviatioizs" by Andrew Siemaszko on April 25, 2000. Per procedure, the 
worker responsible for Step 1 was supposed to record results on page 3. but that worker violated this 
procedural requirement and failed to document any results. 

Page 5 of the work order continued an overview of the cleaning effort that had begun on page 4. Page 5 
contained this discussion: 
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After initial cleaning a video inspection will be performed I?\. the Framato~ne Technologies. 
Should additional cleaning be required the process will be repeated until   no st boric acid 
deposits are renloved or as directed by HP [Health Physics]. 

THE CONDITION REPORT 
Condition Report (CR) No. 2000-1037 was initiated by Andrew Siemaszko on April 17, 2000. The 
condition was described as follo~r's: "Inspection of the Reactor Head indicated accuii~ulation of b o r o ~  in 
the ai-ea of the CRD n o d e  penetrations through the head." 

Page 5 of the condition report stated: 

Nuclear Regulatol-). Conlmission (XRC) issued Generic Letter 97-01 to lzolders of operating 
licenses for pressui-ized water reactors (PWRs). The letter requires licensee to inaintain a 
prograln for ensuring a tiiiwly ii7spection of the coiztrol rod d r i ~  e inechanisnr (CRDM) and other 
11essel c1oszn.e hem' penetrations. The p l ~ g r a m  i~ ~-eqziircd due l o  clegrm'atior~ of the CRDM 
noezles caused by Prinza~y Water Stress Cor~-osiou Cracking process. 117 order to p e ~ f o r ~ n  
required inspections the no:cles as )(,ell as the penet~ations Inust be fr-ee of koro17 deposits. Once 
the head is free fro111 the boron, new boric acid deposits many be easiljl izoted and remedial 
actions taken. 

During the closeout of the condition report, the Remedial Actions were recorded on page 6 as follows: 

Accumulated boron deposited between the reactor head and the the~mal iizsrdation was re~no~'ed 
dzlring the cleaning proresr peiformed undel- TV.0. 00-001816-000. No boric acid indrlced 
cIcr~nage to the head su~face was noted dill-ing the subseq~~cnt inspection. 

THE NRC's ORDER 
On the 61h page of the Order issued by NRC banning Siemaszko from working in the nuclear industry. the 
NRC stated: 

re vie^, o f  doczments and ~ideotapes concerning the inspection of the RPV head dzlring 12RFO. 
that ended oil May 18, 2000, and the inspecrio~zs of the RPV head dzlring Refzleling Outage 13, 
that began on Februal? 16, 2002, indicated that boric acid deposits reiizained 0 1 7  the RPV head 
.following 12RFO. This is contrary to injo1.1natioi7 Mr. Sienznszko docunlenred in: 
( I )  Work Order No. 00-001846-000 that work wsas peiforri~ed ~vithorrt deviation; and 
(2 )  CR No. 2000-1037 that the accu~nulated boron deposited bet~veen the reactor head and the 
thermal insulation was removed during the cleuning process and no boric acid indzlced danzage 
to the head su~face was noted during tile subsequent inspection. 

and 
The i ~ f i m a f i o n  pro~ided by MI.. Sie~nas,-ko in CR No. 2000-1037 and Work Order No. 00- 
0018460999 was material to the NRC because the presence of boric acid deposits on the RPV 
head is a significant condition adl>erse to qualih3 that went uncorrected, in part, due to Mr. 
Siemascko 's irzconzplete and inaccurate description of the work activities and corrective nctions. 

The NRC is flat-out wrong for the following reasons: 

1. Andrew Siemaszko was NOT responsihle for comp!eting the reac t r  head c!ezning task specif cd 
in Step 1 of Work Order No. 00-001846-000. Recall that Step I contained text stating, "See 
Andrew Siernaszko (Plant Engineering), Ext 7-74] for additiorlal details.'' If Siemaszko was 
responsible for Step 1. guidance for him to sce himself would be ridiculous. 
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2. Andrew Siemaszko was responsible for installing Lexan covers on the reactor essel head in Step 
3 of the work order. Siemaszko commented on the installation of the Lexan co\,ers in the work 
description section on page 3 of the work order: "Work performed without de~iations." Thus. 
Siemaszko merely recorded that the Lexan covers were ins~alled as specified in the work order. 
Note that Step 2 did NOT contain guidance to see Andrew Siemaszko for additional details. 

3. Andrew Siemaszko did NOT record that the cleaning task of Step 1 was performed without 
deviation because he was not responsible for that step. In fact. the reactor head cleaning actility 
under Step 1 was not even performed until three days later, on April 28. 3-000. 

3.  Even if Andrew Siemaszko had been responsible for perforining the head cleaning under Step 1 
and his description on page 3 of the work order that -'Work performed without deviations" had 
actually applied to head cleaning instead of Lexan co\ er installation. that would S O T  have been a 
false or inaccurate statement. Page 5 of the work order clearly stated " S l m ~ ~ l d  ~ / d d i f i o ~ ~ a l  cleani~lg 
be required [after the initial cleaning and subsequent video inspection] the process wdl be 
repeated zmtil most boric acid deposits are rerno\<ed or- as directed by HP." This is where the 
NRC and logic part conpany. It ~qould not have been a de~iation from the requirements 
contained in the work order. therefore. to complete Step 1 without removing all of the boric acid 
from the reactor head. 

5 .  Andrew Siemaszko did not record incomplete and inaccurate inforn~ation on Condition Report 
No. 2000-1037. This condition report stated that boric acid on the reactor head was removed per 
the cleaning process described in Work Order No. 00-001 846-000. For the reasons articulated 
above, Andrew Sieinas~ko did not provide incoinpletz and inaccurate inSormation on Condition 
Report No. 200C1-1037 wit11 this reference. 

The record is clear that neither FENOC nor NRC believed in 2001 that Andrew, or any other person. had 
fully cleaned and inspected the reactor vessel head at Davis-Besse during the spring 2000 refueling 
outage or that the reactor head was even required to be fully cleaned and inspected prior to restaiting 
from that refueling outage. Whereas the NRC and logic parted company regarding the work order, the 
NRC and logic became adversaries regarding the NRC's assertion that Andrew's information was a 
material factor in their decision to allow Davis-Besse to operate past the December 31. 2001, deadline. 
And that record is longer than it is clear, so an abridged sampling of that volunlinous record is provided 
below to illustrate the point: 

In slides prepared for a September 25. 2001, briefing of the NRC's Executive Team, the KRC 
staff provided a table showing key parameters for nuclear plants in bin 1 (crackinglleaka~e 
history) and bin 2 (high susceptibility). Davis-Besse was among the nuclear plants listed on this 
table. The NRC staff indicated the last inspection of the reactor head at Davis-Besse was 
conducted in March 2000. The method of inspection was specified as "Visunl - Partial." Other 
plants on the list, HB Robinson for example, had an inspection method of "Eff Visunl- IOO%." 

In slides prepared the an October 3, 2001, briefing of the NRC Commissioners' Technical 
Assistants, the NRC staff provided a table showing key parameters for nuclear plants in bin I 
(crackinglleakage history) and bin 2 (high susceptibility). Davis-Besse was among the nuclear 
p!ants !isted nn this tzt?!~. The NRC staff ir,diczt:red the !as: inspection of the rzaciar l i ~ a d  ai 
Davis-Besse was conducted in March 2000. The method of inspection was specified as "Viszlal - 
Partial." Other plants on the list, Three Mile Island Unit 1 for example, had an inspection method 
of "Cff Visual - 100%." 
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* In slides prepared for an October 11. 2001. briefing of the NRC's Committee to Review Generic 
Requirements, the NRC staff provided a table shelving key parameters for nuclear plants in bin 1 
(crackinglleakage history) and bin 2 (high susceptibility). Davis-Besse was among the nuclear 
planls li\ted on this table. Thc NRC staff indicated the last ~nspection of' the rcactor head at 
Davis-Besse was conducted in March 2000. The method of inspection was specified as "Visual - 
Partial." Other plants on the list, HB Robinson for example, had an inspection method of "Eff 
Visual - 10070." 

* In a public meeting conducted at NRC's headquarters on October 24, 2001. FESOC presented 
slides addressing conditions at Davis-Besse. On slide 7 (below). FENOC informed the NRC staff - 

that "Aid all hut 24 peizetrations were inspected in -3000." 

1 DBNPS's evaluation is based on our visual inspections 
performed in 10, 1 I ,  and 12 RFO (May 1996, April 1998, 

1 and April 2000 respectively) 

1 The inspection results afford us assurance that all but 4 
nozzle oenetrations were ins~ected in 1996. All but 19 
penetrations were inspected 'in 1998. And all but 24 11 penetrations were inspected in 2000. 

II The limiting nozzle population is those nozzles that could 
not be inspected in 1998 or 2000. 

It is conservatively assumed that for these penetrations, 
an axial through weld flaw occurs immediately upon 
startup from 10 RFC (May 1996) 

* An attachment to an e-mail message sent by NRC staffer Allen Hiser to NRC staffers Andrea Lee 
and Bill Bateman was a three-page report titled, '-Current Status of High Susceptibility Plants 
That May Receive Orders," prepared by NRC staffer Jacob Zimmernan. That report contained a 
summary (below) of the October 23. 2001, meeting between the NRC staff and FEKOC 
representatives. According to this NRC summary. "the scope of the prior ~* i s~ ia l  irzspection [qf the 
reactor i~essel liead at Davis-Besse] did r~ot cover 100% of the VHP [vessel head penetmtioizs] 
mzzles due to boric acid deposits.fioiiz other sources." 

-- - - -- 

On October 18, 2001, the staff issued a request for additional information (RAI) via e-mail to 
FENOC regarding the April 2000 Davis Besse nozzle inspection, the finite element analysis of 
CRDM penetrations, and the Framatome risk assessment. The licensee met with the NRC statf 
on October 24,2001,at NRC headquarters. The Project Manager informed the licensee that 
the RAls were being finalized for formal issuance. In the Bulletin 2001-01 response, the 
licensee characterized their prior inspections as a qualified visual inspection. However, four 
nozzles could not be demonstrated to have annular gaps in the licensee's finite element 
analysis. In addition, the scops of the prior visual inspection did not cover 100% of the VHP 
nonies due io boric acid deposfts from other sources (e.g., canopy seal and Conoseal leaks). 
TheJicensee plans to perform a qualified visual examination at the next refueling outage 
scheduled for April 2032. The prior inspection, even i f qualified, was more than 18 months from 
the planned inspection in April 2002. The staff's technical assessment provides the justificalion 
far the maximum of I8  months between priar and planned inspections. 
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By letter dated October 30. 2001. FESOC followed up on the cornnlitment they made to the NRC 
staff during the October 24. 2001. meeting to provide "pictorial docui7~e17tatior1 of tlze ~ i s u a l  
exainii~arions of the reactor pressure vessel head pe~jiorrrzed durillg the DBNPS lo'", 11'" a i d  12'" 
refifueling ollrages." FENOC stated (belon) to the NRC that "Drli-ing the I2RFO iizspectioil, -33 of 
rile 69 ~lo::Ies were obscurrd by borlc acid ci~).stal rleposrt~." Not only dld FENOC infor~n the 
NRC that the reactor vessel head had not been fully cleaned and inspected during the spring 2000 
refueling outage, they submitted pictures of the boric acid covered head and CRDM nozzles to 
the NRC. 

The affected areas of accumulated boric acid crystal deposits were video taped, and have 
subsequently been reviewed with specific focus on boric acid crystal deposits with 
reference to the CRDM nozzle penetration leakage as previously observed at the Oconee 
Nuclear Station, Unit 3 (ONS-3) and at Arkansas Nuciear One, Unit 1 (AND-1). During 
the 12RFO inspection, 24 of the 69 nozzles were obscured by boric acid crystal deposits 
that were clearly attributable to leaking motor tube flanges f r ~ m  the center CWMs. A 
further subsequent review of the video tapes has been conducted and the results of this 
review did not identify any boric acid crystal deposits that would have been attributed to 
leakage from the CRDM nozzle penetrations, but were indicative of CRDM flange 
leakage. 

The aforementioned video taped images of areas of accumulated boric acid crystal 
deposits have been converted ro photographic images and are contained in the atfached 
report. 

In an e-mail dated November 3. 2001, NRC staffer Allen Hiser commented to NRC manager Jack 
Strosnider on the order drafted 
by the NRC staff to require 
FENOC to shut down Davis- 
Besse by December 3 1. 2001. 
for inspection of the CRDM 
nozzles. Attached to the e-mail 
was the draft shut down order. 
In the draft order (right). the 
NRC staff wrote, "In its 
Bzrlleti~~ response, and 
suppleii~eiztal information 
provided by letter dated 
October 30, 2001, the liceusee 
stated thaf the nozzles that 
were not examined in the 
recenf exaininafions were 
obscurcd 1 Doric acid 
leakage fkom other sources, 
suck as control rod drive 
n~echanism inofor &be 
fhnges." 

As a pan ol irs bas~s for delaying Ihe recommended Inspection beyond December 31. 

2001. the licensee cded a history of reacio. vessel head v~sual examirarlons at the Dav~s-Eesse 

plan: using a remote camera in Spring 2000, Spring 1996, and Spring 1096. Davis Berse has 2 

ts!al of 69 CREMs. In 1996. 94 percent of the nozzles (e.g.. 65) were visually sxam~ned (four 

were not examined). In 1998.72 percent of the nozzles (e.g.. 53) were v!sually ezamined (15 

were no1 examined). and m 2000. 65 percenl 3: fhe nozzles (e.g.. 45) were vwal ly ewamtned 

(24 were nor examined). As a consequence. 24 nozzles have no1 wen  lnspeaed since 1998, 

19 n3221es have no! Deen inspected since 1526, and 5 nozzles have never been inspectec. in 

ils Bulletin response, and suppienlental i n i oms l i ~n  provided by letter dated October 30. 200:. 

the licensee stated that ths noules that were not examined In the recent cxarnmali~ns we:e 

cbscured by bonc acid leakage from othor sourzes. such as control rod drive mechanism mctor 

tube flsnges. In  addnion the kcensee stated :ha!. for :he four nozzles not examined in 1996, it 

could not demonstrate tne presence of a gap between the noules and the reaclor pressure 

vessel head, which is no: consistent with one af Ihe characlerist~cs C l  2 qunlif~ed visual 

exan~nal~on identified In !PC E!ulle!~n. Therefore. Davis Besse has no! perlormed a visual 

examnation of 100 percen! of rhc nozzies. 
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In slides prepared for a Noveinber 5 ,  2001, briefing of the NRC's Executi1.e Director for 
Operations, the NRC staff sumnarized key facts for Davis-Besse. The NRC staff informed the 
E D 0  (below) that during the spring 2000 refueling outaze, only 45 of 69 CRDM nozzles were 
examined and that '-24 Obscured by bool-ic acid and Not E.xalni17edn 

DAVIS BESSE 

- Previous Inspections 

10" RFO 1996 - Visual Examination of 65 out of 69 CRDMs (94%) 
R 4 CRDMs (center head) no t  examined since licensee 

evaluat ion showed insufficient interference gap 

11 '"FO 1998 - Visual Examination of 50 out of 69 CRDMs (72%) 
- 19 Obscured by boric acid from leaking motor tube flanges and Not Examined 

(includes 4 CRDMs with insufficient gap and 15 new nozzles obscured) 

12'WFO 2000 - Visual Examination of 45 out of 69 CRDMs (65%) 
- 24 Obscured by boric ac id  and N o t  Examined ( includes 4 CRDMs with 

I insufficient g a p  and 15 obscured in 1998) 

By letter dated December 3. 2002 - a full year AFTER the NRC allowed FENOC to operate 
Davis-Besse past December 3 1. 2001. and AFTER the pineapple-sized hole had been discovered 
in the reactor vessel head. the NRC staff wrote to FENOC with the reasons for the defelral 
decision. The NRC staff. with benefit of hindsight, wrote (below). "the NRC staff concluded that, 
while the 1996 inspectiolz was a fairly complete visual impectioil of the RPV head, the iaspectioll 
conducted in 1998 M'as more limired ill scope and qzraliiy because of the presence of boric acid 
deposirs. . . . Tlw inspectioli conducted in 2000  as comidered to be less effecti1,e." 

The NRC staff's evaiuatim of FENOC's response io Bulletin 2001-91 included information on 
the quality of past CRDM nozzle inspections at Davis-Besse. The licensee provided information 
rcgarding visual inspections performed In 1996 and 1998. These inspections were performed 
under the insulation installed on the RPV head and, theraiore, exceeded the requirements of 
the ASME Code. Their inspectors atiested to the completeness and effectiveness of the 
inspections. In each of those two outages and in an inspection in 2000, a large fraction of the 
VHP nozzles were inspected, but no single inspection looked at all cf the VHP nozzles. The 
licensee stated that resuks showed no evidence attributable to CRDM nozzle leakage. The 
licensee did not report any other degraded condition of the RPV head. and stated that the RPV 
head hac' been cleaned during previous outages. 

Upon review of the licensee's presenta~ions, and after viev~ing videctapes provided by the 
licensee frcni the prior inspections in 1936 and 1998, the NRC staff concluded that. while the 
1996 inspection was a fa~rly complete visual inspection of the RPV head. the inspection 
conducted in 1998 was more limited in scope and quality because of ;he presence ~f boric acid 
deposits. The licensee indicated that those deposiis were due to CRDM flange leaks and not 
through-wall leakage of the CRDM nozzles. The inspection conducted in 2000 was considered 
to be iess effective. 
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In that same December 3. 2002, letter, the NRC conceded that neither FENOC nor Andrew 
Sienlaszko was required to fully clean and inspect the reactor vessel head during the spring 2000 
refueling outage. The KRC staff wrote. "Tlze questior7 before the NRC staff )sas ~herlzer- rhe 
esisri~g CRDM inspection riierlzods ard irzrerrzals pro\'ided reasonnhle assuiar7ce of adequare 
pi-ore< riorr of rlw puhlit healrh m d  safety. NRC regzrlofiores allowed licensees to corzduct fhe 
irzspectiorls ztsirzg teclmiques defined in ASME Code without renloving irzsulatiorz or other 
inzpediwenfs [emphasis added]." Hence. the boric acid that FENOC and the KRC staff h e i r  in 
fall 2001 had remained on top of the reactor vessel head constituted an impediment that the 
ASME code did not require to be removed for the inspection. The NRC issued Bulletin 2001-01 
in A u ~ u s t  300 1 to require licensees to conduct visual inspections of the reactor \ e ~ w l  head 01 er 
and abox e the requirements contained in the ASME Code. 

The question before the NRC staff was whether the existing CRDM inspec!ion methods and 
intewals provided reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. 
NRC regulations allowed licensees to conduct the inspectians using lechniques defined in 
ASME Code without removing insulation or other imped'ments. in light of inspection findings at 
Oconee Unit 3 in the spring of 2001, it was clear that such inspections would not be eftective in 
detecting the very small amounts of boric acid that were expected to be deposited by CRDM 
nozzle leaks. 

Quite simply, if Andrew Siemaszko misled FENOC and/or the NRC about the reactor vessel head ha[ ing 
been completely cleaned and inspected during the spring 2000 refueling outage. why do the KRC 
documents cited above (and literally dozens of NRC documents like them) prepared AFTER that outage 
repeatedly and consistently indicate that the head was not fully cleaned and inspected'? Clearly, FENOC 
and NRC shared the common understanding in fall 2001 that the reactor vessel head had not been 
coinpletely cleaned and inspected. Clearly, FENOC and NRC shared the conlmon understanding in fall 
2001 that boric acid accuinulation on the reactor vessel head prevented the inspection of 23 of the 69 
penetrations through the reactor vessel head. Clearly, the NRC's regulations in effect during the spring 
2000 refueling outage did not require impediments to be removed for reactor vessel head inspections. 

In its Order to Andrew Siemaszko. the NRC staff had the uninitigated gall to state "rlze presence of boric 
acid deposits on rhe RPV head is a sign(ficarzt cor7ditiorz ad19erse ro qualih rlznt M1ent uncorrected, irz par-r, 
due to Mr. Sienzas,-ko's irzcorrzplete and inaccurate descripriorz of the ~i.ork activities and correcth.e 
actions." The NRC staff knew, beyond any doubt, in fall 3001 that boric acid deposits remained on the 
Davis-Besse reactor vessel head when the reactor restarted in May 2000. They knew it. And they knew it 
because Andrew Siemaszko DID NOT FALSIFY THE WORK ORDER AND THE CONDITION 
REPORT. Had Sieinaszko done so, they would not have known that boric acid obscured the inspection of 
24 of the 69 penetrations. 

If it was "a sipi 'carzt cor7ditio~ adverse to qualify thar vtlerzt uncorrected" in spring 3000, then it 
remained "a signifzcant conditiorz adverse ro qualihl tlzar M.eizt ~azcol.rected' in fall 2001 - the only 
difference being that it was the NRC staff who allowed it to remain uncorrected rather than Andrew 
Siemaszko. It is patently absurd and absolutely unfair for the NRC staff to seek to sanction Andrew 
Siemaszko for behavior in spring 2000 that the NRC staff replicated in fall 2001. 
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THE BOTTOM LYISG 
Who did Andrew Siemaszko mislead with his allegedly incomplete and inaccurate entries on Work Order 
No. 00-001846-000 and Condition Report No. 3000-1037? No one. Not a soul. 

Andrew Sieinaszko did not provide incomplete and inaccurate information oi l  Work 01-der No. 00- 
00 1 846-000. 

Andrew Siemaszko did not provide incomplete and inaccurate information on Condition Report KO. 
2000-1037. 

Andrew Siemaszko did a nlisled FENOC or the NRC into thinking that the Davis-Besse reactor vessel 
head had been completely cleaned and inspected during the spi-ing 2000 refueling outage. 

Andrew Siemaszko did not violate in spring 2000 a requirement imposed by the NRC in August 2001 to 
remove all impediments for full inspection5 of the reactor vessel head. 

Andrew Siemaszko did not get justice from the NRC. 

The scurrilous Order issued by the NRC on April 21. 2005. to Andrew Siemaszko is insulting. It. not 
Work Order No. 00-001 846-000. is inaccurate. It, not Condition Report KO. 2000-1037. is inaccurate. The 
perpetuators of it, not Andrew Siemaszko, should be sanctioned. 

The NRC must rescind its heinous Order and formally apologize to Andrew Siemaszko 

David Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
Union of Concerned Scientists 


